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Shareholders lost 60 billion dollars within a few days, employees lost their jobs, and the employees lost
billions in pension benefits. This act was a major move by the authorities and its enforcement and execution is
causing companies a great deal of grief; however SEC has been known to give extensions for the deadlines.
The three examples of Enron behaving badly that I am going to study are the incidents in Valhalla, the
electricity trading in California and the conflict of interest between Andy Fastow and his special purpose
entities SPE. Enron's culture problems began the top of the company, where pumping up the earnings was the
only thing that mattered -- it was the de facto way to boost earnings. Enron was aggressive and a competitive
environment. Additionally, examining Enron ethics, their organization culture, will help to determine how
their criminal acts could have been prevented This is what Ken Lay had dreamed of since he was a child, not
wanting to be poor Additionally, to being the most important bankruptcy reorganization in American history at
that point, Enron without doubt is the biggest audit failure. Provide specific examples to justify your answer.
These days, not too often, these scandals are splashed as headlines across media. But the means by which they
achieved this status became questionable and eventually contributed to their demise. After being one of the
most successful corporations Enron became the biggest company to file bankruptcy in history. It was this
deregulation that caused Ken Lay to see the money he could make in energy and what ultimately caused Enron
to form. They hide a lot of documents pertaining to how their profits increase so rapidly. He started his carrier
as economist and speech writer, then lecturer and assistant professor, but latter he got to be an energy deputy
under-secretary for the United States Department of Interior. The Business of Enron Enron became a giant
middleman that worked like a hybrid of traditional exchanges He was very smart; he got his bachelors,
masters and Ph. That atmosphere has more to do with human resources and labor issues than about the white
collar crimes committed by Enron executives. Corporate Governance - The board of directors is meant to
protect the interest of the shareholders. That change with the deregulation of electrical power markets, a
change due in part to lobbying from senior Enron officials. Enron had started off as a promising energy
company with a vision to do good which quickly turned sour when top executives torn the company down
while stealing millions of dollars from people. These men were very short sited with their approach and were
not qualified to hold their post Introduction Accounting scandals are political or business scandals which arise
with the disclosure of financial misdeeds by trusted executives of corporations or governments. LLP
Formation - The ease with which general partnerships can be converted to limited liability partnerships in the
US by filing the requisite paperwork with the state department can lead to additional Enron-like disasters.


